Samavesh is the Annual Techno-Management fest of Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology, Burla. Ever since its inception, Samavesh has attracted students from all the leading technical institutions across the country to showcase their innovative ideas and projects. The festival witnesses huge gathering of technocrats, industry experts, scientist and students who expressed keen interest in Technology. Along with multiple branch events, the fest also organizes different national level competitions and expo for the students.
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National TechExpo

During the festival, industrial conclave, exhibitions, seminars and creativity workshops for school children are planned under the common umbrella of National TechExpo. The TechExpo comprises of the following events:

- ISRO SPACE EXPO
- MAKER FEST ODISHA
- INDUSTRIAL CONCLAVE
- Ignite Awards & Student creativity
- Workshops by NIF

ISRO SPACE EXPO

- VSSUT ISRO SPACE EXPO was organized with the technical support from ISRO.
- A National Exhibition was organized on Space, Satellites, Launch Vehicles and its Technologies, & Services aiming towards building a stronger and vibrant ecosystem in the field of space technology and applications.
- Exhibitions and Conferences where scientists from ISRO were invited to share their practical experience.

MAKER FEST

Maker Fest, Odisha held at VSSUT proved to be stepping stone for the Innovation scenario in Odisha. Honey Bee Network, India the pioneer of promoting the innovation culture in India, made the event even more memorable.

- Maker Fest Odisha is a regular event during SAMAVESH to provide a platform for exhibitors and makers from diversified fields.
- The event is normally open for common public and school children
- A hub for creators, artists and hobbyists across the country to present their contemporary applications of ideas in the field of art, science and technology.
- Amalgamation of festivals celebrating the innovators and an art show with booths for inventors, demonstrations, and workshops for attendees.
- A platform for the marker community to come together and interact.

INDUSTRIAL CONCLAVE

- The conclave bridges the gap between industry and academia by direct interaction with industry experts.
- Get inspired and learn the art of networking and operating under wider scopes, scaling up.
- Immense exposure for the students to understand industry requirements.
IGNITE AWARDS

Dr APJ Abdul Kalam IGNITE competition is an annual national competition to harness the creative and innovative spirit of children up to Standard XII in school. Students can send their original and creative technological ideas and innovations. Every year the competition is organized at VSSUT Burla during Samavesh for school children.

- A Platform for school students to submit their creative ideas/innovation and take it implementation, experimentation and pertinent.
- Hosted by National Innovation Foundation (NIF), India and Honey Bee Networks.
- Initiative to strengthen the grassroots innovations and outstanding traditional knowledge.
- Helping to realize the missions of organizations by inculcating an innovative and creative mindset among school children.

Branch Events

In the category of branch events, students of VSSUT Burla have participated under the guidance of the faculty members. The events are planned according to the subject knowledge of the students in the respective disciplines.
Fun Events

Organizing a diverse range of shows, competitions and Fun Events for recreation and entertainment.

Workshops

Workshops are organized on different technical domains for students and experts are invited from academics and industry are invited to share their expertise.
**Club and Societies**

All the clubs under technical society and technical student chapters have organized events like competitions, hackathons, workshops during the techno-management fest.
COLLABORATION TECHNICAL CLUBS

Working with Different Technical Clubs to organize and showcase more diverse events.